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Organization of the Regional Packaging Centre in the 

view of changing economy of Arab Countries. 

1. The growth and diversification of industrial  production 

continuously generate new requirements in packaging 

techniques and packaging materials. The growing role 

of packaging in improving export potential has also been 

recognized and appreciated by many Arab countries. 

2. At the oame  time packaging itself is a developing industry. 

One of the consequences of the process of industrialization 

is the development of new techniques and application of 

applied science to the technology of packaging for all 

types of food consumer goods and products. 

3. It is expected that the total production of the Arab 

countries associated with IDCAS will increase moro than 

100 per cent in the period of the next 20 years. 

4 

> 

4. An evaluation has shown that approximately 25 to 50 per 

cent of the supply is damaged because of insufficient 

packaging* 
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Taking into account all these elements at the Second Regional 

Meeting held in October 1975 in Alexandria has been decided 

to undertake  the necessary steps for development of packaging 

industry in each Arab country and to establish Regional 

Packaging Centre. 

Organization of the Regional Packaging Centre should be 

the function of the needs and programme in this field. 

There are 4 fundamental functiono of the package» 

.   Protection of the product against hazards from the 

production line to  the consumer to avoid hoavy losses 

and damages especially in food products. 

- Identification of the product and promotion of the export 

through /attractive/ right packaging. 

- Application of the national raw materials and introducing 

the substitutes to reduce the costs of packaging. 

- Rationalisation of transport and storage of commodities. 
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V 
To achiave these goals, following group of activities t 

should be devalopedi 

- marketing functions 

- technology problems 

- standardization 

- information systems 

- training 

- international coopsration / also in the 

form of industrial coopsration/ 

To ensure proper development of these problems institutional 

organization is indispensable both from the 

- national point of view and 

- on regional level 

All these elementa have a.direct influenot on the organisation 

and structura of the regional Cantra. 

vi 
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Long terra objectives 

1.  Industrialization of the Arab countri.o should play 

an important rolo  in the establishment of the New Inter- 

national Economic Order elaborated and accepted by UNO. 

One of the  prime  factors in the proceaa of industrialization 

is packaging industry.   In the  broad aon3« there  in no 

product,  acriculturnl or industrial,  th^t is not packed; 

therofore  the pj*rallol_dcyolop^ent_of_the^ 

in accordance with the  development  of industries in other 

sectors is essential,   if induot.rial  protro HO ia  to be wade. 

It  in of little value  to produce  >*oodo which arc; damaged 

in handlinc, transport  or storage  becauüe of insufficient 

packaging.  The key to the so/titytion of these vital problems 

lies  in the development of packa^in^ induotry. 

The function and importance  of package in the national 

economy io very relevant to  the social and economic 

development of a country. 

2. Therefore long-ranc« objective i a to accelerate th« 

exietiug industry and initiate a quick development 
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of packaging industry in the right proportion with the 

general industrialization of the country and regional 

framework of IDCAS community. 

4 

1 

3. To promote export of goods and to ensure that the maximum 

amount of food  processed is delivered in good condition 

to consumers /home and on the international market/. 

4. To introduce fully economic  packaftinß systems,  using 

local raw materials, introducing substitute and deliver 

the products according to the national und international 

health regulations. 

5. The institutional concept  is of particular importance 

in the development of medium-scalo and small-scale 

industries which should be supplied with the modern 

technologies. 

Ill 

Immediate Objectives 

1,    To introduce mart suitable  packaging syste». 

j 

*M 
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The abundance of existing packaging techno1).'Loa und  proco ases, 

many  of them baaed on mont sophisticated rnaterialo and tech- 

niques, make  the  appropriate  choice  difficult  and rather 

impossible  without the   proper knowledge  and approach  to this 

problem. 

To introduce new methodü of  packing a dot^rmincd pricku :ing 

system muot  be  chosen,   namely a comprehensive   uolution  froin 

the  technical  and economic  point  of view  including tM.   moot 

suitable  packaging muterialo,  machines und installations for 

forming,  filling and sealing packages,  available manpower, 

markoting elementa,  production coaly etc. 

,'juch solution seriouflly affecta the  economical   nspectn 

of the entire    entme  and new inven tr.ont  ponrùhi liti«;n. 

2. To establish unified testing methods for packaging üiv-terlals 

and packages in all countries of the region. 

If every country would like to «labórate ito own teatini; 

methods, it will cost lot of time and monoy. The lack of 

knowledge  will hamper ouch an individuai  uolution. 

3. Information System /information bunk/ ns an important 

element of  technology transfer. 

. j 

^mmm àm 
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Information constitutes an important element of every 

National Packaging Centre 'a activity.   Hegional Centre 

should be  the  bank of information for the  local 

organizations. 

Therefore one  of the basic fields of activity of the 

Regional Ce   tre  should be information services. 

The following information should be collected: 

- current information about exietlng technologies, 

- new technologies in packaging, 

- new inventions in this field, 

- information about patents, 

- specific  information needed to the development 

of packaging industry. 

4.    Trainings  Exhibitions und Contest«. 

- As a mean to upgrade knowledge of packaging in the Arab 

countries it is indispensable to hold training programmes, 

seminars,  group meetings,  exhibitions and contests. 

- Training programmes should be mad« suitable to various 

levels of management including producers, user«,consumar« 

and others.  It should help in the promotion of trad«, 

proper and economic use of packaging materials and method«. 

J 
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- Regional  seminara,   contesta and exhibitions would further 

assist in the improvement of packaging status, not only 

in the  respective countries,   but also  in the Arab region 

as a whole. 

5.  Consultation and advisory uervices. 

No company or group,   small  or lor^e,  can be  uclf-aui'ficient 

in assessing and meeting information neods.  The  tauk is 

how to ensure information quality.   This rnoanu optimising 

the selection,  timing,   presentation and cost. 

Management makes decisions on many different  queetionsj 

how to implem .-it now technology,  how to boo  t,  productivity 

by effective use of resources,  how to plan capital investment, 

how to exploit new markets and so on.  The consultation 

services organized in Regional Packaging Centre, can help 

associated countries or companies  to find the answer. 

The idea  ìB to ensure  packaging industry / if needed/ through 

Regional Packaging Centre,  necessary services on specific 

subjects. 

Yet another way of advisory services is the delivery of 

training materials, which serve as a tool for upgrading 

the most important of company resourcest manpower. 

j 
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Consultation and advisory services should directly contribute 

to the acceleration of packaging industry in the countries 

associated with IDCAS organization. 

6.    Basic applied research for the region. 

Technological  development is seeded and sustained by research. 

Basic research costs lot of money and time.   To avoid over- 

lapping and duplication of research works carried out in 

the  local packaging centroö,  basic research should be made 
t 

in Regional Centre.  National Packaging Centre  should concenrate 

on testing and quality control services. 

Knowledge  can be gained in the form of "know-how" but applied 

research plays an important ro]e  in development  to avoid 

waste of raw materials, for acquiring the maximum v;,lue and 

for research to improve  productivity and profitability. 

The second very important research problem is elaboration 

of standard test methods /unified testing methods/ for 

the region. 

There is a gap between an original rese'arch concept and its 

successful implementation in industrial production. This gap 

is one that management cannot easily bridge« There are two 

aspects of the problem; one of interpretation and objective 

assessment of potential coat benefits to the company» 

tr-v- 
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the  other of implementation, requiring "know-how" to integrate 

new  technology in a specific production system. This is where 

the   associated countries and companies need the objective 

assessment, skills and help from the Regional Packaging Centre. 

7. International Cooperation. 

To organize co-operation between: 

- associated countries 

- other re ci one 
- developed countries 

- international non-government al organizations, 
for examples  The World Packaging Organization, 
European Packaging Federation,  European Organi, 
zation for Quality Control and others. 

International cooperation among Arab countries and developed 

world or other regions is indispensable to ijvoid_heavy_losBeB 

of products or^iver^ficaUon^f^financUl_resouroe8.Within 

the   organization of Regional Arab Packaging Centre should be 

i  established an efficient mechanism for co-operation. 

The  benefits of international co-operation ure; 

- to accelerate the development of the packaging industry, 

- to avoid diversification of financial resources , especially 

by investment, 

- to avoid duplication of work, especially research,testing 
methods etc., 

- to avoid mistakes made by some countries by learning from 

their positive and    negative experience. 
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8.   Environmental   problems. 

Induatry is run today within a social-economic framework. 

Regional  Packa^inc Centre   should elaborate und advise  on 

the  problema  connected with the re-cycled  pai^a^ing waote, 

on recovery  of ra./ materials,  reduce   pollution of wutero 

/especially  papermakers/,   how to conaorvo  ruw materials, 

reduce  toxic  fumes,   poisonous dU3tu and other environmental 

problems. 

All of these   activities  if developed  individually  and  sopar;      - 

ly in each country,   will  coot lot of money and time  and wilL 

lead to overlapping ana  duplication.   Tuking into account 

the lack of  skilled peuple  and knowledge,   individual  solutions 

in above fields of activity could hamper ßenernl development 

of packaging induatry. 

To accelerate  the programme in thia field the Regional Centre 

for Arab Countries should develop these activities. 

The concentration of the  basic activity in Regional Centre 

will contribute    to optimalisation, utilization of available 

financial resources for this purpose. 
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IV 

Organization Structure 

The  purpose of establishing a Regional Packaging Centre for 

Arab Countries should be to assint  the countries involved 

in building up their own packaging infraotructure,   provide 

them with the norvices and facilities to programme  packaging 

development on a broad scalo and coordinate their activities 

accordingly. 

1. As indicated in chapter III organization of Regional 

Packaging Centre should be the function of 0^Je£*i^2 

and tasks of the National Packaging Centre, 

2. The organization of the Regional Centre should be 

adequate for the real requirements of the  associated 

countries and region;  their levol of development,  need 

of export and home market and specific conditions 

of the countries and region. 

3. The relationship between Regional Centre and network 

of the existing national bodies in the region should 

constitute an integrated element of the.organisation. 

I 
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4.   Taking the abovo into consideration we can envisage 

two main models of a Regional  Packaging Centre» 

- A 3eif-QUBtained centre exiatinc us a separate 

institution,  having ita own adrni nia Irati on, 

facilities and independent budget  aa well, ua 

full or/janizationel   structure. 

- A centre attached  to a well established 

and functioning natxorml packaging inatituto 

where  general administration,  financial 

and  technical  servicen could be   curried out 

by that body. 

5.     Coordination problema in the region. 

- The  existing national bodies in  the region will 

be  guided by a co-ordinating committee called 

"IDCAS  Packaging Council of_tho_ReglonJ_ 

Thi i  council should be compoaed  of representative«! 

from the packaging bodies or committees of the 

participating countriea. 

Tho  council would  discuss and evolve 

- strategy 

- policy and 

- planning • 

lux- all questions  concerning packaging development 

in        J region. 

• 
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- Liaison with participating national institutions 

in member countries will  be established through 

national committees for packaging comprising 

producers and users to be  created for the 

purpose of the  project. 

6,  Structure of a Regional Arab Packaging Contre. 

As a consequence of aims and 1'unctiona ttegionol Packaging 

Centre may consist of the following substantive divisions: 

Economic and planning division 

The main problems to be elaboratedi 

- assessment of packaging needs of the region based 

on national economic prograraraua, 

- programming development of local packaging industries 

taking into accounts 

- available raw materials 

- potential of oxistiiv: packaging industry 

- home and export makert requirements 

- lay down the right proportion and priorities of 

development, 

- co-ordination of the countries investment from the 

point of view of policy of the Arab community, 

t 

t 
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- formulation of a long-runee programme for packaging 

development  in  the  region, 

- marketing problems, 

- investment economic cm..lysis» 

Research and technology division 

- pre-investment feasibility studies including mult i country 

projects and Industrial  cooperation, 

• technical and economic evaluation of packaging system« 

,  from the viewpoint of the region needs, 

- basic research laboratory work /applied research/ on 

selected packaging problems like climatic and mechanical 

hasards, machlneability,   shelf-life,  compatibility etc., 

- elaboration and unification of testing methods, 

- standardization problems including modulus system in 

packaging for palletisation and contains ri aation problems, 

- environmental  protection, 

- consulting services on packaging design and application, 

- introducing Integrated Quality Control System sfa nodal 

for Arab countries, 
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- uhelí'-lifc  and compatibility,, >r oxamplei   mlgrution of 

odditivea fron packaging Materials into  foodokuffs 

and vice veraa, 

- fi tneoe for specific purpoueat 

- material   t.nd machines 

- evaluation  of  pack!.;;ui;:  l'or specific 

purpouea /e.;>   diíTorunt  distribution   . 

systems/, 

- implementation     •' new technologies h*z*   *-o  t^rid :o 

the  gup between uti original  x*c-3earc'   concept and snoceos- 

ful  implementation in indu at ri al production/, 

- improving production efficiency,  optimum uae of 

equipment and  technological   procesaos, 

- handling,   storage and tranaportntion n  .jtem In 

combining with packaging taodulue ay»kein. 

Information,   training and promotion division 

- organization of unified system of collection,  processing 

and dissémination of specific technical and economic 

information including» 

patento 

packaging ayatema 

statistics 

J 
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- formation oí a data bank com,lining information  oni 

- new technologies 

- ¡litichineH 

- packaging rnaterialo 

- new inventions 

- ready mi.du  packs 

- inurkot requ ¡ omenta 

- international   health re gui at i o no, 

- elaboration of training pr.;ramno:?  on different  lévela 

and forms such as   study touru,  seminara,   con¡»ultutiona, 

exhibitions, competitions -   training for immurement 

and  technologists, 

- publication of information bulletin for  the region, 

- organization of audiu-viaual imtorinia for in-plunt 

training, 

- organization of consultation services for participating 

countries* 

International coopération division 

Mew International Economic Order which la now in course 

of introduction by UNIDO in the field of packaging, 

meanu a new form of international  co-operation including 

industrial cooperation.  Therefor©  the international co-operation 

should be  the basic and fundamental part of activity for the 

Regional  Packaging Centre. 

AMI 
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The divini, n of in te mat i ormi co-oporation should carry out 

tho following activities in this rie Id for the regioni 

- coopération between Arabicountrico 

- cooperation amone other developing regione,for example 

with Latin Araerican Packaging Orfani za ti on, Asian 

Packaging Federati on, 

- cooperation with developed countries and organisation«, 

for exaraplo  Europoan Packuging Federation,   World 

Packaging Organisation and other non-» poveri unen tal 

organizations, 

- cooperation with UNIDO and other LFM organization!). 

Cooperation should concentrate on the following tasks: 

- industrial /technical and financial / cooperation, 

/mutual investment/, 

- consultation on the lay out of packaging factories, 

- choice  of technology,selection of suitublc types and 

numbers of machinery and equipment and the required 

adjustment to local conditions, 

- choice of most suitable packaging systems from 

th« technical and economical point of view /suitable 

to the  local raw materials/, 

-    appraisal of locally available raw materials 

and auxiliary materials and possibility of using 

them for the Arab Aiglon, 

^ 
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- provision of'know- how"  in production,   application 

technologies,   quality  standard, 

- provision of training facilitiea and fellowships 

in the  developed countriea,   in countriea of the Arab 

region nnd where applicable)  in other developing countriea, 

- inatalltition of equipment and training key personnel, 

- co-operation in matterà of organization and marketing, 

- exchange  of information. 

Steps of development 

1.  Tliu  proportional increaso of production materials and ready- 

made   packages should correspond in each Arab country with 

the  projected development of production of other commodities. 

Therefore  packaging development should not be considered 

in iaolacion,   should be  analysed in connection with 

the   product,   its proportion,   price and destination. 

Through auch u complexity,   packaging maintains an 

appropriate   place  and  importance  in national economy 

K> 
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of oach Arab country. 

Development of a national packaging industry ghoulrt^bo 

based on an integrated programme. 

2.  To ensure  proper development of a national packaging industry 

it  ie indispensable  to establish a i.   lional packaging body 

and National  Packaging Committee  according to the  reaoultions 

undertaken on the II Confei-once  uf Arab Countries  in Aloxandria 

/IDCAS,   U1IIDO Conference,  Alexandria 27-31  October iy7i>/. 

National   Packaging Body /laboratory,  contre or institute/ 

should render the following servie-.us to  the national packaj-ng 

industri' : 

1. testing and developing packages and packaging 

materials for home and export mai'ket, 

2. adjustment of lo»--al materials to the adequato 

packaging machines and systems, 

3. training of packaging producers and users 

incl. management, 

4. elaboration of development programme for packaging 

industry. Strategy for industry dovelopmont of the 

country, 

j 
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5. organization of necea3ary information ayatom 

for industry, 

6. enliotinont  of international cooperation 

and all thooo concerned  with packaging subjects. 

3.  The National  Packacinr, Committee 

Should consist of rcpreaej.tativcü of government,  industry 

uaera and trade /home and  internatici  .1/. 

The Commit toe should carry out the following activities: 

1. Kstablishiai national  programmes in tho  field 

of packaging and advine  the   government  on 

various aspects of packaging. 

2. Coordination of packacinr: activities taking 

into account the  interests of producers,users, 

nationul health authoritiea,  export needs 

and home market. 

3. Initiation of promotional activities in the 

field of packaging including international 

co-operation. 

j 
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4.    Regional Arab Packaging Centro 

Is the basis for the activities of the National Centres, 

Regional Centre should approach the  packaging problems 

in such a way that each National Centre  con use its results 

as a basis for own work.  This means that Regional Centre 

should perform applied packaging research* 

To emphasize  the utepa of development of Regional Arab 

Centre it is necessary to start with the needs of the 

countries participating in the region. 

We can distinguish three main groups of Arab countries 

within IDCAS framework according to their stage of 

industrial  development! 

a/ Least developed countries 

among the Arab countries put emphasis on product 

lines with involved small-scale production 

and intermediate  technology«   Such countries at 

this stage of development require higher technology 

of production.  They give more emphasis to simple 

hand operated machines, taking into account the 

local manpower possibilities. 
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Thore io a need for ¡nore inflow of information 

and assistance fi'om more dcv.? lope>l COT.trios 

/in the region/ in tho development of the 

induatrieu in the least developed countries. 

The main problema in theu- countries are the 

technical manpower training und primary level 

institutional programme. 

b/  Intermediate developed countries 

Moat of the packaging induat; los in these 

countries are the result of expansion of small 

workshops. The co ntrieo look for foreign 

collaboration in the manufacture of medium 

packaging industries. The countrieu put emphasis 

on the improvement .f existing industries 

and divarsified production programme. Therefore, 

the facilities of the existing institutions in 

this field are being reinforced. In these 

countries the basic problem is technical man- 

power, management and "know-how". The first step 

is a need to train local perron, d operation 

and management of ... -dium sized industries. 

J 
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Therp la also a need to orientato  the exiwtlng 

Institutions toward a the varioii3 modelo of 

technology transfer through international 

cooperation. 

c/      Tho nore  developed countries 

1 

Emphasiu  io given in General   ' '  local rnurnifncturc 

of full  range industrial producto  bau in"; mainly 

on local  raw materialH.  All   these  countries 

require  higher techno1.   . :y.   Therefore,  more 

attention is paid to   Mie local Rl£2£iJörnünt;_ao£ects 

of industries,  qiality control, market inn 

and training and higher education in industrial 

and technological engineering fields. 

Regional and international cooperation,   "know-howM
t 

market ourveyn, oxchangc of information are 

important for further development. 

Each of the above categories of the developing countries 

would require in the fii-si step different patterns of 

packaging activities. 

-J 
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In the early stage of industrialization of the country 

packaging needs could be satisfied by simple   applicati» 

of basic locally available  packaging materials,like 

timber,   juto,  wrapping and packing machines according 

to the  practical experience of local users and in the 

case of exported oommoditieo to the foreign market 

requirements. 

Further development of national  economy brings 

diversification of manufactured goods, growing 

demands of consumers for more processed and  packed 

food as well au efforts towards exporting moro work 

containing corainoditieo. 

Many countries would like to solvo the problem by 

means of buying licences from the foreign companies« 

However,   these  industries suffer from lack of modern 

machines and adequate "know-how" as well as trained 

technical staff* 

Even if there are sophisticated,  high speed automates 

installed, their capacity is used only fractionally 

because  of insufficient knowledge of the operating 

personnel and inadequate selection of packaging 

materials to be run on a given machine. 
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Absence of ßackQjjln^nonsultants to solvo the problème 

causee losses in productivity,  hi^h coat and quality b«low 

international otandard which havo  :;dvornc resulta  in cxporl;. 

The  Regional Arab Packa^inc Centre choulri próvido  with 

services and facilities according to the tiivoroifiod 

country needs. 

In the first «tage   of devolopinont  the Regional Contre 

should orcanize the  follovln^ servicco: 

- information nyatem 

- training 

- intornational cooperation 

/appropriate to each country/ 

In the second stace  of development the Ragionai Contro should 

orcanize t 

- applied research 

- consultancy services 

- Industrial cooperation 

- transfer of "know-how" 

/appropriate to each country/ 

v¿- 
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VI 

Some elemente of funetions and activities 

of  the Regional  Packaging Contr«  and ite 

collaboration with the National Packaging 

IndustrieB /National Packaging Centres/. 

Technological development is seoded and sustained by research. 

The  kind of research that effectively feeds technology calls 

on resources which always are  limited by th-  Industrial branch. 

Therefore  a centre of expertise is  needed, which not  only 

combines resources greator in total  than thu sum of several 

companies,   but also elaborates croas-technological problems 

/branch or interbranch/ and accumulates technological "know-how" 

from abroad. Such a centro of expertise must be  able  to solve 

common problems to further country's and industry's progreso. 

The work of the Regional Packaging Centre should be based on 

an integrated national programme taking into account all technical, 

technological, economical, organisational and health problems 

incl.  environmental. 

By formulating the integrated programme it is necessary to 

establish the right proportion and priorities to avoid mistakes 

and heavy losses in implementation. 

 j 
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1 example:  The economical problem of new investment. 

Development needa of course  capital  investment.  In some 

countries there are different opinions about investment 

needs at  various otages of development.   In some countries 

there is a tendency In build a low ; induction capacity 

in order to meet the  small  local  demands.  But low capacity 

means high cocts.  Large-ucule capacities in selected  segments 

of packaging industry can open the  door for the international 

co-operation and promotion of export  packed goodtj. 

By the new investment the energy expenditures on different 

types of  packaging should be  taken into account before  decision 

is made. 

For example  the relative costs /in  term of energy/ for 

different packaging brunches are eu. t 

glass 5,5% 

metal cans 4,8ft 

cartons        3,8% 

pouches 

/frozen/     3,5* 

Total costs 

2 example.  Economical aspects of new transport packages. 

Certain countries refuse to accept goods packed in wooden crates. 

The economic calculation showed that if all expenses are 

calculated,  costs of transport and handling included,   then 
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replacement  of wooden pu*, kages by cardboard containers 

or unit loads packed in shrink film is^economicalj, evon 

if other edvantageo are disregarded.   Such a problem of 

promoting new packages should belone to the  Regional 

Packaging Centre. 

3 example.  Organization of prooeouing of now raw materials. 

In one  country chemical industry increaaod production of PVC 

hard plastic sheet,  but inadequate preparation by tho receivers 

of this material for proceeding it into packages,   resulted 

in temporary difficulties in using it. The  programme should 

include simultaneously a plan of action for introduction 

of plastics,   especially in the  food industry,  on the other 

hand the Organization of processine of new raw materials 

and packaging materials requires as a matter of fact previous 

preparation of both, industrial enterprises and goods turnover 

units,  especially those in trade and transport.  All these 

elements should be included in the integrated programme. 

4 example.  Containerizntion 

A closely connected technology which offers tremendous 

poesibilitiss for Arab countries is containerisation. 

Containerisation is undergoing rapid development. However, 

it requires especially careful preparation in connection with 

 j 

^ 
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packaging modulus system,  transport  packaging,  termínelo 

and transportation faciliticc.  Tho establishment of such 

facilities requires the  direct  uupport  and  aooi3tance of 

Regional Packaging Centre,  especially for   Lue aea-countrioa. 

The  interested countries must decide   themselves just where 

and how such facilities are  to bo  introduced.  This io tho 

technology for today and of the future,   taking into account 

container bridges,   and Arab countries  chou Id be the equal 

partners in the international  chain  of containorization 

and packaging.  Unless the Arab countries  /• upacially sea- 

countries/ begin now to make  special  arrangements foi 

container ports and container terminalo,   they will run the 

danger of being unable to load or unload floods in accordance 

with   international  standards and conditions.  Tho preparation 

of i. :f   plan of action incl.   information services should belong 

to Regional  Packaging Centre. 

5 example.   Quality Control System 

< 

à 

At the Second Regional Meeting of Arab National Packaging 

Committees held in Alexandria has boon recommended that 

Quality Control as a system should be introduced in selected 

packaging factories at the beginning and could serve as a model 

for further development as an effective mean and tool for the 

consolidation of efforts which aim at raising the standard 

è* 
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of production.   According to it¡y  information no action hau  boen 

undertaken in  this  respect.  'Ilio  i)roblem cannot bo  solved without 

QBoiotarice  from professional body. 

Ueßional  Packaeine Contro  should indicato  how to set up a quality 

control  as a system.   It should  Look < t   it from the practical viov. 

point in terina of coat benefits from saving waste and minimising 

customers' complaints.  The  preparation work should coriBiot  of 

precisine the^criterla_ofw^ualit^çotitroi-ne nocosanry 

equipment,  manpower and oo on;  atudyinc such problema as tho 

eain or loss of moisture  in the packn/^uie of food,  elaboratine 

sonai fcive methods  of mo a ou ring the water vapour trancmission 

rato of a transport  packaeine which enable a  to determine   the 

barrier propertloo  of packaeine materials. 

In all these problems a full tcchnico-economic study,includine 

/if nece»aary/ market surveys is considered to be a vital part 

of tho work of Regional Arab Packaging Centre. The countries or 

industries might have to choose for example between modification 

of exist ine factories /machinery/ and sett ine UP a new plant. 

The consultation of Regional Centres can evaluate the country 

/industry/ needs,   supply a backgroung for decision-making, 

calculate cost benefits etc. The scale  of consultancy in this 

area varies accordine to the country s noedo and possibilities« 

V 
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